
FICC BUSINESS PLAN

So, how does Goldman plan to grow its FICC revenues by $1bn in three as many people into its fixed income business
this year as last year.

For this reason, we suppose that Goldman's new sales hires are likely to be people who can help facilitate this
aim. For the moment, this means London. And especially in Europe Traders put this down to a lack of
volatility, but they see little sign of it returning for now. The charts below refer to the firm as a whole rather
than FICC in particular, but illustrate Goldman's healthy metrics when you look beyond revenues. In fact, it's
been hiring already. It has a significant opportunity to increase its penetration with corporate clients. Basically
Goldman is hiring in fixed income and thinks it's got a growth plan. In a low-rate, low-volatility world,
real-money fund managers and hedge funds are focusing on how to increase efficiency in bond-market trading
and reduce the friction costs and slippage that consume a high proportion of the moderate alpha that portfolio
managers can generate. Source: Goldman Sachs 7. Source: Goldman Sachs 8. It's not just about revenues -
Goldman has created "massive operating leverage" and is now in a position to grow again Schwartz said
Goldman can go for growth again because of all the hard work it's put into cutting costs and risk weighted
assets in the past. As illustrated by the chart below, he said GS substantially increased its FICC share between
and as it was one of the only "dependable liquidity providers to clients during a period of extreme stress.
Source: Goldman Sachs 4. Greenwich Associates suggests that its market share in secondary European fixed
income grew from 6. Source: Goldman Sachs 3. Goldman's got a three year revenue growth plan and it doesn't
care if the market remains challenging Goldman's got a growth plan, outlined in the chart below. Goldman's
been doing some big fixed income hiring, especially in sales Even aside from the current furore over
investigations into potential malpractice in FX: for the time being at least, what was seen as one of the key
markets to be in post the financial crisis is under pressure. Source: Goldman Sachs 5. If banks no longer have
the cheap capital and funding to take principal risk onto their balance sheets, then they must do a much better
job of broking the bond markets and connecting buy-side clients with potentially offsetting axes. Source:
Goldman Sachs 9. Source: Goldman Sachs  Soon, it might mean Frankfurt. It's a been great time to be a
Goldman junior, less so if you'd already climbed the pole. But maybe Goldman cut a little too zealously in
credit and now needs to build up again? And it's already had some success in this And if the big FICC houses
think they can find some revenue respite in the foreign exchange markets, they can think again.


